
TRUCKER’S CONVOY 2022 FOLLOW-UP TO RCMP RE: TRUDEAU FOR TREASON 
 

In January 2022 we took our trucks to the streets of Ottawa to protest in the Freedom Convoy 2022 against the COVID-19 

vaccine travel mandates. We protested because we were alarmed by the reports of vaccine injury and death and because 

our livelihood was adversely affected by these new draconian cross border laws. The convoy was a peaceful, lawful 

protest of these harmful, unlawful, vax mandates nevertheless Trudeau shut us down by police force. We are now 

returning to demand that the RCMP arrest Prime Minister Trudeau for treason because of his unlawful violent 

vaccine mandates, and his unlawful use of force to break up the protest. 

 

In February 2022 the police and the courts found our protest to be peaceful. Also, CSIS announced that the convoy protest 

did not meet the standards of a national security breach required by the Emergencies Act. Regardless of the evidence of 

our peacefulness, Trudeau illegally declared a national emergency, issued counterfeit regulations, and brought in armed 

police; many of whom could not be identified as Canadian, to shut down the peaceful protest by force. These counterfeit 

emergency regulations infringed upon our basic human rights and our fundamental freedoms. We were beaten for no 

reason, our trucks were damaged and confiscated without legal cause or authorization, and many of us were criminally 

prosecuted with unreasonable bail conditions; all because we were exercising our inalienable right to freedom of speech, 

peaceful assembly, and association. We had an important public message and we protested peacefully in a symbolic 

location. 

  

All of the vaccine mandates resulted in aggressive treatment of citizens and were implemented and enforced with 

deliberate violence. These counterfeit regulations violated our constitutionally protected rights and freedoms which are 

protected in the preamble of the Constitution Act (Implied Bill of Rights). Furthermore, under Section 35 of the 

Constitution Act which protects rights of First Nations, Inuit and Metis, rights were also violated, and moreover the 

regulations did exempt them, but this was ignored by the government when the Emergency Act was invoked. The 

preamble of the EA, prohibiting violation of human rights and fundamental freedoms, was also ignored; and the Canadian 

Bill of Rights section 2 requires that all regulations be vetted for their consistency with the CBR - all these required 

procedures were ignored! The unlawful vaccine mandates and actions towards us for protesting were taken in conspiracy 

with foreign powers (i.e. World Economic Forum/World Health Organization/United Nations). What makes this action 

treason is: 1. Conspiracy with foreign powers 2. Undermining parliamentary process, and 3. Violence was used to 

undermine the Canadian sovereign (i.e., the people). 

  

To support our protest Stand4THEE (S4T), the grassroots organization whose mandate is to lawfully defend our rights 

and freedoms, has prepared a police incident report for us with evidence that proves treason by Trudeau. The link to the 

incident report is here: https://tinyurl.com/yc3h9vzu. S4T has also compiled a list of 6000 persons so far and counting, 

from across the country, that are demanding the arrest of Trudeau for treason. The link to make a declaration in support of 

arresting Trudeau is here: https://tinyurl.com/298my46f. 

  

As a safeguard against future abuse of power by the governments we need to use our right to jury for all claims made 

against us. A jury has the right not only to hear and decide on the guilt or innocence, but they can also nullify the law if 

they find it unjust. Had juries been provided for any mandatory vaccine charges, more likely than not the jury would have 

nullified these laws. And later, juries for the convoy charges could have also dealt with government overreach most 

effectively. NOTE: Surveys found 70% of people did not agree with the invocation of the EA against the truckers. 

  

The history of this right to jury started with the Magna Carta in 1215. The Magna Carta's intent was to prevent the King’s 

domination of the court. It inspired later generations to view the right to a trial by jury as one of the basic safeguards of 

freedom from arbitrary government. Later this right to jury was acknowledged by the preamble of the Canadian 

Constitution because it assured it was based on the principles of the UK, which includes common law rights; also, jury 

guarantees are found in the Canadian Bill of Rights section 2(e) and (f). 

  

In parallel with a Grand Jury investigation to indict Trudeau for treason, the RCMP must open an RCMP investigation 

into the egregious rights violations and deliberate violence against his own citizens in conspiracy with foreign powers.  

  

Signed: 

https://tinyurl.com/yc3h9vzu
https://tinyurl.com/298my46f

